What to do if you
think you’ve been a
victim of fraud?
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Write down the names, addresses, telephone
and drivers licence numbers of all drivers, the
registration numbers and also the names and
addresses of the registered owners of the vehicles
and the insurance information of each of the
other vehicles
Obtain the names, addresses and telephone
numbers of any passengers and witnesses. If you
are a bus driver ask your passengers to provide
their details to you and save a copy of the wayfarer
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Look at the area, is there any CCTV covering the
accident?

Report to your employer and insurance company
as soon as you can (even if you believe the matter
was trivial).
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If your vehicle has any of the following fitted to your
vehicle; dashcam, CCTV, Tachograph or telematics
device, please send this information to your insurer
so they can assess if the claim is fraudulent or not
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Preferably before any vehicle(s) are moved and
if you have access to a digital camera or mobile
phone, take pictures of the scene, vehicle damage
and people involved. If possible use an object such
as a pen to show the scale of the damage
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Observe whether any of the vehicle(s) involved are
driven away from the accident scene as this can
help if exaggerated claims are later received
e.g. Vehicle recovery charges, replacement vehicle
hire and inflated accident damage
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Ask the police for an incident number and make
a note of it. Ask the attending police officer to
record the name of those present and registration
numbers and make a note of the police officer’s
name, number and police station
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Look into the vehicle(s) involved and establish if
there are any occupants. If so, record their gender,
age, brief description of their appearance and
where they were sat in the vehicle

Lastly try to stay calm, and do not put yourself in
any danger. Your safety is paramount and if you feel
intimidated contact the police
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Why might I be a
victim of fraud?

Different types of fraud
you might encounter

Fraudsters often target new, rental or commercial
vehicles as they know they will have insurance.

Induced/staged

Low Speed Impact

Commonly termed a Crash for Cash. These accidents are often
pre-planned or carried out by opportunists looking to induce an
accident for financial gain.

A Low Speed Impact (LSI) accident will involve a collision that
usually occurs at very low speed (commonly 5mph and less)
whereby the damage to the vehicles involved is non-existent or
minor. The impact sustained in LSI accidents is considered unlikely
to have caused any injury to the claimant due to the low speed of
the impact and/or there wasn’t sufficient occupant displacement
within the vehicle in order to have caused injury to the claimant.

If you have been involved in an accident and your gut
feeling is that something’s not right you may have been a
victim of insurance fraud.

Things to look out for

Fraudsters are increasingly looking at road traffic accidents
as a way of making money from insurance payouts.

• Did they brake suddenly even though there was no need to
brake (e.g. lights were on green, road ahead was clear)?

Motor fraud can take on many forms.

• Was there an absence of brake lights?

We will now look at the different fraud types you
might encounter.

• Did they indicate/signal for you to go and then speed up so you
collide with them (commonly referred to as a ‘flash for cash’)?
Did they later deny all knowledge of their earlier signalling?
• Even if they had reason to stop, for example another vehicle
caused them to manoeuvre, did they appear to know this other
vehicle, deny all knowledge of the other vehicle and did that
vehicle leave the scene?
• Is their vehicle a high value vehicle (e.g. a Mercedes, Bentley
or Porsche)?
• Did they have several passengers in their vehicle?
• When exchanging details did the other driver seem overly
prepared or produce a pre-written note with their details
(commonly known as a crib sheet)?
• Did the vehicles involved seem to be driving in tandem, were
they driving very close together?

Contrived

Things to look out for
• The impact occurs in low speed scenarios e.g. Reversing vehicles
in a car park/manoeuvring in a car park, or slow moving traffic/
rolling into another vehicle.
• The claimant immediately complains of injury-they get out of the
vehicle holding their neck or back
• There is no visible damage to the vehicle or very little damage
• There are signs of pre-existing damage

Phantom Passenger claims &
Ghost Passengers
A Phantom Passenger is a claimant who purports to be a
passenger in a vehicle involved in an accident that actually was not
present in the vehicle when the accident took place whereas Ghost
Passengers are substitute claimants for actual passengers involved
in the accident, e.g. Four males reported as passengers but claims
received from two males and two females.

A contrived accident is where the said collision has not occured
as claimed. The incident details only exist on paper as the accident
is completely fabricated and has not taken place.

Things to look out for

Things to look out for

• The claimant may try to park far away from you so that you
cannot see his passengers

You are flagged down by someone or approached at the depot by
someone claiming that you have caused damage and you cannot
recall an incident
• The claimant points out damage you have caused but it is clearly
old damage and not possibly caused by your vehicle
• You are convinced you are being blamed for damage you did
not cause
• They will not provide specifics of where and when it happened.

• There will be some confusion over who was driving
• People may attempt to swap seats

